
January 22, 1978 . 
Dear Jim et al (& Mary, Sylvia), 

Unders separate cover, I've already sent: | [and am enclosing for MEF, SM] 
(1) My transcripts of radio & TV coverage|of the second release (9 pp.) 
(2) A copy of the New Times) article (7/11/75) on Hudkins, which covers 

not only the LHO-FBI story, but his early version of the Castro-retaliation 
theory. It might be worth rereading this with Epstein’s forthcoming opus in mind. 

(3) [For AIB, MEF only] A story from the| Oakland Tribune (1/18/78) about 
Priscilla. She certainly does sound odd. TI wonder if the personal interest in 
JFK which she attributes to Marina is in part a|projection of her own (frustrated?) 
interest in JFK back in 1953? 

(4) An ad for last week's “Welcome Back Ketter;" Epstein's ""hot' term 
paper" is obviously his #f€ forthcoming book, and "Angie" is clearly Angleton! 

(5S) [AIB only] Art Hoppe's| column on Dick Noxious, our punk President (ret.) 
(6) {AIB only] A copy of the affidavit I sent Lesar, at his request, for. 

use ke in their attempt to get a free set of the documents - wis which I gather 
Was successful. . | | ) 

_ (7) An exchange of letters 
' was sent to MEF & SM earlier. ] 

(8) A list of local newspaper stories about the second release. 

Jim, I'm sending the CIA's D 
The cost was $9.63 plus postage. . 

Mary and Sylvia: you should have received|the latest batch of ATB-selected 
documents (#165-247), along with their list, which I sent on 1/18. 

Mary, thanks for your letter! of the 10th, with the index cards. I think your 
handwritten version of this information would be fine for me; I'm sure it is 
quite readable. I don't maintain|name indexes myself. | 

Sylvia, thanks for the copies of Penn's Tet, which I am returning under 
separate cover. There are a number of rather useful. pieces - particularly Gary 
Mack's analysis of the DPD tapes (Vol. 2, #1); the Frankel NYT story of 11/23-4/63 
(in Vol. 2, #3); Shaw & Harris on Souetre (Vol. |2, #4), and the article about the 
origins of the FPCC (#5, p. 8); plus, of course, some things I already had heard 
about, namely Pat Lambert's article on S$ 491, Mary's index, and your letter on 
Bethell. 

Sylvia, thanks for your letter of the 13th! I do remember your 1968 piece 
on Oswald’s arrest and the story that he had asked to see the FBI, and I found. it 
quite convincing. I'm not sure we didn't already know that Lt. Gaillot had called 
the FBI on 8/9/63; that didn't strike me as new. In any case, this is one of the 
questions the N.O. field office files might shed some light on. . (As I think I 

mentioned to Jim, the FBI tells me that these fileld office files (pre-assassination) 
are being processed in response te my request. |Incidentally, this suggests that 
they have never been pulled toget er, either for an internal FBI investigation, 
the Edwards Committee, the Schweiker Committee, jor the House Committee!!) By the 
way, Mark Allen has sent me a few pages from the FBI's Cuban Cointelpro file. 
Nothing really exciting - specifically, nothing jabout New Orleans - but Mark says 
that the file skips from 1961 to 1965, which he /(and I} find very suspicious. 
f think he will be pursuing this. 

kk with Larry Haapanen re LHO in NO. [AIB only; 

obcument X Disposition Index under& separate cover. 

Probably because both I and the press had been around once before on this, 
L found less to get worked up about in the coverage of this second release. The 
big exception, of course, is NBC's treatment of Lonnie Hudkins and the LHO-FBI 
story. Really shameless! Ordinarily I'm quite willing to make excuses for our 
harried media friends, but I think that showing /Hudkins' story on the screen and 
then indicating that it waskix wag just other reporters who ran away with the 
story is inexcusable. O'Toole and Rosenbaum did a number of Hudkins a few years 
aga8 ago, pretty convincingly. And whose side ils Seth Kantor on anyhow? It's 
even hard to believe that Gemberling hadn't heard the Hudkins "hoax" story before 
last week. And really, why does NCB insist on ying there is nothing to refute _ 
the Warren Report, etc.? |Is it just that the press don't like being told things 
by outsiders that they should have discovered “ mselves? 
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Besf to all,


